
  



  

Important Hiring Facts 

Every New Hire Positively or Negatively 
Impacts an Organization’s… 

Culture 

Performance 

Productivity  

Team Efficiency  

Operational Efficiencies 

Risks and Liabilities  

Bottom Line Contribution   

Marketplace Reputation (Brand) 

Disciplined and Proactive 

Committed to Making an Impact 

Positive and Winning Attitude 

Defined Core Values 

Mission and Purpose Driven 

Balances Life and Work 

Works Well with Others 

Committed to Self-Improvement 

Able to Make Mid-Course Corrections 

Stays Focused and Never Gives Up 

 

Every Organization wants Employees 
with the following Character Traits… 

Organizations today are competing to attract Top Leadership Talent and Quality 
Employees for every staffing position from the front-line to the executive offices. 
Standard hiring practices look closely at an individual’s education, job skills, and 
work experience. However more employers are also realizing that a job 
candidate’s Character Competencies and Behavior Traits are CRITICAL to their 
Organization’s short-term and long-term success. 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
RESEARCH DISCOVERY #1: The marketplace is saturated with a variety of assessments that claim to be 
“psychometrically validated” and able to accurately assess an individual’s Behavior Traits, Personality, Technical 
Skills, and Cognitive Skills. These aspects of human behavior and performance are all important.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

RESEARCH DISCOVERY #2: In early 2002 FAI’s research revealed that there was a 
very important MISSING PUZZLE PIECE to the overall Talent Acquisition-Hiring 
Process. Simply stated, there was no psychometric assessment in the marketplace 
that was proficiently assessing the Character Competencies and Behavior Traits of 
a Job Applicant…or their overall Attitudes, Beliefs, and Commitments.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Since 1996 Future Achievement International® has developed, tested, and brought to 
market several Character-based Human Capital Solutions to help a wide variety of 
Organizations Improve the Predictability of Their Human Capital Decisions. Our 
proprietary Character-based Leadership Solutions have been successfully introduced 
and implemented in over 50 countries. 
 
 

 

In today’s complex business environment with its 
increasing Workforce Challenges, Organizations need 
the ability to proficiently assess every Job Applicant’s 
Character Competencies, Behavior Traits, and their 
Attitudes, Beliefs, and Commitments before they 
make a final hiring decision! 



 

A RELEVANT and TIMELY HIRING SOLUTION 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In 2006 Future Achievement International brought to market the MERIT Profile™, a validated psychometric 
assessment tool that provides an accurate description of an Individual’s Character Competencies and Behavior 
Traits. The MERIT Profile also reliably assesses an individual’s overall Attitudes, Beliefs, and Commitments. 

❖ During the research and development of the MERIT Profile Assessment and its associated reports (2002-
2005) the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Guidelines and the Uniform Guidelines for 
Testing, published by the U.S. Dept. of Labor, were closely followed to meet all legal requirements.  
(Detailed Whitepaper available upon request.) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The MERIT Profile can be integrated into the Organization’s Talent Acquisition 
Process to measurably improve the predictability of its hiring decisions. This is 
most effectively accomplished in three very specific steps:  

❖ Step #1 - Core Values Alignment: When the Vision, Mission, and Core Values of the Organization are 
well-established then the MERIT Profile diagnostic data can be utilized to assess a prospective 
employee’s potential alignment to the Organizational Culture. 

❖ Step #2 - Job Description Mapping: When you possess diagnostic data regarding a person’s Character-
based Leadership strengths and weaknesses then that data can be compared to a specific Job 
Description Map. This important process allows the Hiring Manager to select the highest potential Job 
candidate for the position.  

❖ Step #3 - Specific Job Position Benchmarking: When you possess diagnostic data regarding a person’s 
Character Competencies and Behavior Traits, then that valuable information can be compared to a 
Character/ Behavior Benchmark for a specific job position.   



 

 

 

 

There is NO assessment tool in the marketplace today that is psychometrically validated around one COMMON 
DENOMINATOR, by which each new hire and every person in the Organization can be evaluated and then 
coached to improve their personal and professional leadership skills. 

  
 

                                          …is the COMMON DENOMINATOR. 

❖ PLE is equal to or greater in importance than an individual’s education, job skills, or work experience. 

❖ PLE is critical whether you are the Chairman of the Board, CEO, Director, Manager, Supervisor, or Valued 
Employee. 

❖ PLE has an impact upon performance, productivity, team efficiency, and bottom line results. 

❖ PLE impacts operational efficiencies, risks and liabilities, net operating income, business valuation when 
considering the sale of the business, and a transition to the next generation. 

 

It’s VERY IMPORTANT to understand that an individual’s Character Competencies, Behavior Traits, and their 
Attitudes, Beliefs, and Commitments are foundational to their Personal Leadership Effectiveness. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The Personal Leadership Effectiveness of every 
Executive, Manager, Supervisor, and Employee 

has a POSITIVE or NEGATIVE impact upon  
 the Organization’s… 

Every Organization should assess the Character Competencies and  
Behavior Traits of any Job Applicant before making a final hiring decision. 

 
 

 

The MERIT Profile will provide your 
Organization with a MAJOR Added Value 

and a Distinct Competitive Advantage! 
 



 
Please review each of the links provided below if you are interested in 
learning more about the MERIT Profile and the Personal Leadership 
Effectiveness proprietary value Proposition. You will gain valuable insights 
about maximizing the contribution and team effectiveness of each employee 
in your Organization. 

 MERIT Profile Fact Sheet (Valuable insights with examples of MERIT Profile Reports.) 

 MERIT Profile Endorsements 

 PLE Operating System Whitepaper 

 Maximizing Workforce Contribution (Valuable insights provided via two-minute videos.) 

❖ CULTURE IMPACT: The Character Competencies and Behavior Traits of every Executive, Manager, 
Supervisor, and Employee impact Organizational Culture at ALL levels.  

❖ TALENT ACQUISITION IMPACT: Hiring a person based upon only their education, job skills, work 
experience, and personality can lead to VERY COSTLY mistakes. 

❖ EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT IMPACT: Hiring and developing the right people that align with the 
Vision, Mission, Purpose, and Core Values of an Organization is CRITICAL. 

❖ EMPLOYEE RETENTION IMPACT: Employee retention is improved when each employee is valued, 
respected, and engaged as part of the Organization. 
 

 

If the Hiring Advantage Value Proposition has captured your attention and you would like to discuss the 
possibilities of incorporating this platform into your Talent Acquisition and Employee Retention strategies, 
then please contact the person that shared this information with you.   
  

 Utilizing an accurate, validated diagnostic tool (MERIT Profile) that proficiently assesses the 
Character Competencies and Behavior Traits of a Job Applicant would improve your overall 
Hiring Decisions.   
 

 Having the ability to assess the Attitudes, Beliefs, and Commitments of a Job Applicant would 
improve your overall Hiring Decisions.   

SIMPLE SUMMARY: 

 

A Platform to Improve the Predictability  
of Important Hiring Decisions 

 

https://maximizingworkforcecontribution.com/merit-profile-fact-sheet/
https://maximizingworkforcecontribution.com/merit-profile-endorsements/
https://maximizingworkforcecontribution.com/ple-operating-system-whitepaper/
https://cvcgresources.com/idevaffiliate.php?id=112&url=1

